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   Unlike spoken language, writing is not acquired naturally. 
It takes years of practice, study and reading in one's first 
language to become a competent writer. Since written forms 
of language are created by writers influenced by their own 
unique history, teaching composition cross culturally becomes 
a challenging task. Teachers who teach students from their 
own cultures make wide-ranging assumptions that make their 
job easier. For example, an American instructor teaching 
composition skills to American students from similar 
backgrounds can assume that his or her students are generally 
willing to express personal opinions and wishes, that 
students recognize independence as a positive attribute, that 
they can easily understand that the role of an expository 
writer is to clearly introduce, clarify and expound a topic 
and that the reader's input is not necessary for 
comprehension. He or she may also assume that upper level 
students have been exposed to different forms of written text 
such as: description, comparison and contrast, argumentation, 
and illustration and that they see the organization of these 
forms as following a logical format. On the other hand, 
English speaking teachers in the Japanese classroom would be 
unable to make these same assumptions, increasing the 
difficulty of their task many fold. However, if ESL or  EFL 
instructors who teach writing skills to Japanese students 
were to have an understanding of Japanese language and 
culture which influence students' ability to write in 
English, they could make new assumptions essential in 
expediting students' acquisition of English writing skills. 
These areas include, first, some knowledge of Japanese 
culture pertinent to written text, second, Japanese language, 
particularly the use of wa and ga as subject or topic
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markers, and finally, some specifics regarding organization 
and reader responsibility of Japanese text. 
JAPANESE CULTURE AND WRITING 
  Wierzbicka (1990) proposes that a thorough understanding of 
language usage can only come about through recognizing 
cultural values and cultural priorities. Compositions 
written in English are a reflection of cultures where 
individual self-expression, freedom of speech and 
argumentation are highly valued. Likewise, discouragement of 
expression of personal opinion, emphasis on individual 
deference and dependence on others, and a lack of separation 
between the roles of speaker and listener are important 
Japanese cultural characteristics evident in Japanese written 
text. 
   In Japan, in most situations, clearly stating personal 
opinions or personal wishes is considered inappropriate 
behavior. Phrases like nan de mo  ii desu (anything is 
okay) and itsu de mo kamaimasen (anytime is alright with 
me) are often heard. However, what is even more common is to 
alleviate situations in which choices must be made. A guest 
invited to dinner is rarely asked what he or she would like 
to eat or drink. Instead, the host carefully considers what 
the guest would most likely enjoy and painstakingly prepares 
everything ahead of time so the guest can forego any decision 
and consequently feel at ease. Since written language is not 
exempt from following cultural norms, authors also refrain 
from directly stating their opinions and often choose the 
passive voice where the active voice is preferred in English. 
   Another characteristic of Japanese culture is the high 
value placed on interdependence. This trait is evident in 
Japanese conversation where utterances are expected to be a 
collaborative effort between speaker and listener. In a 
typical Japanese conversation, the listener continually 
responds with  aizuchi words such as hai, ee, un, naruhodo,
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soo desu ka,  haa, etc. These words have no specific 
meaning, but convey to the speaker that the listener is 
listening attentively and the speaker should go on . 
   The word aizuchi is derived from the words ai , doing 
something together, and tsuchi (tsu changes to zu when 
combined with ai), a hammer (Mizutani and Mizutani,  1987:18) . 
The purpose of using aizuchi then is likened to the action 
of two people working together to complete a task, for 
example, two swordsmiths hammering a blade in turn (Mizutani 
and Mizutani, 1987:18). Without the cooperation of both 
parties, the task is impossible. Similarly, in conversation 
the lack of aizuchi signals that the listener has not 
understood or does not want to continue the conversation . 
Non-native Japanese speakers often interpret aizuchi as 
agreement by the listener, but good listeners always use 
aizuchi, whether they agree or not. 
   This closeness between speaker and listener is also 
evidenced by the tendency of the listener to apologize when 
there is a misunderstanding or a breakdown in conversation . 
For example, when asking for directions , it is the listener's 
job to correctly interpret what the speaker has explained, 
and when there is a problem, the listener takes 
responsibility for the misunderstanding . In American 
culture, the responsibility for breakdowns in communication 
is usually placed on the speaker who takes it upon himself to 
explain clearly enough for the listener to easily understand . 
These cultural traits are also prominent in written forms in 
their respective cultures. 
  A Japanese proverb, hara hachi bun me in yamainashi , 
also gives insight into the importance culture has on 
Japanese writing. The proverb which literally means, " A 
stomach that is only eighty percent full will not get sick ," 
is used to teach children from the time they are very young 
that it is not appropriate to say too much . Space (twenty 
percent) must always be left empty for the listener's or 
reader's input. Consequently, in most cases footnotes are
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considered inappropriate in Japanese writing since they may 
 supply information that the reader already knows . Likewise, 
the meaning of poetry when taught in Japanese schools is 
rarely discussed since it may have different meanings for 
different people. Instead, teachers focus on the overall 
"feeling" created by the poem
. This twenty percent that is 
not discussed, not written and left unsaid is what accounts 
for the biggest difference between writing in Japanese and in 
 English.
JAPANESE LANGUAGE AND WRITING
   For Japanese students, the task of writing in English is 
further complicated by the structure of the Japanese language 
which has little resemblance to English . Japanese is a 
subject,  object, verb language . Word order is fairly free as 
long as the verb appears at the end of the sentence , hence, 
the following two sentences are perfectly acceptable: 
    a. Susan ga Mary ni hon o agetta . 
           (Susan ga Mary ni book o gave) 
    b. Mary  ni Susan ga hon o agetta. 
          (Mary  ni Susan ga book o gave) 
This is possible because parts of speech in Japanese are 
marked postpositionally by particles (ni, ga,  o , de,  wa, to, 
etc.) so that the reader knows, for example, that o marks the 
object of the  sentence no matter where it appears in the 
sentence. These particles also take the place of 
prepositions which are absent in Japanese. In the following 
sentence,  "Sally ga Steve to basu de Tokyo  ni  itta ," 
ga marks the subject of the sentence, to shows that Steve is 
together or with Sally, de means  "by means of" and ni shows 
direction. 
   Unlike English, Japanese is a left branching language . 
Most English speakers remember annoying their parents or 
teachers by creating never ending sentences like:
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 c. My friend loves the man who owned a car that he 
    bought from his brother who works at the gas station
    near my house. 
The sentence can go on forever adding right-branching 
clauses. The same sentence is possible in Japanese, but the 
clauses branch to the left and do not have relative pronouns. 
   d. Watashi no  tomodachi ga uchi no chikaku ni aru 
 (my  friend's ga house no near ni is 
       gasu stando ni tsutomete iru  oniisan kara katta
      gas station ni working brother from bought 
       kuruma o motte iru otoko no hito o aishite imasu 
     car o has man no person o loves.)
This structure is sometimes carried over into compositions 
written by Japanese speakers in lower level English classes, 
resulting in the following examples: 
    e. I have two living with different family cousins. 
    f. Working at house mothers are very busy. 
   In Japanese, more often than not, subjects are missing. 
The reader then must  supply the subject from the context of 
the text and clues from the verb. This sometimes becomes a 
difficult task when a sentence has multiple clauses. 
   g. Moo gofun  mo sureba ame ga agaru kara  mate to 
        (about 5 minutes  mo probably rain ga stop so wait to
         itta ga  matazu ni dete shimatta. 
        said but without waiting ni left.) (McClain, 1981:249) 
Because there are no subjects and the sentence is out of 
context, it is possible to interpret it in two ways. 
    h.  Ha said to wait because the rain would probably stop 
         in about 5 minutes, but  1 left without waiting. 
    i.  Lsaid to wait because the rain would probably stop 
         in about 5 minutes, but  ha left without waiting. 
Although Japanese students writing in English rarely drop 
 subjects, they are accustomed to requiring their readers to 
supply information that is their responsibility to supply 
when writing in English.
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   In English, only transitive verbs can be used in passive 
sentences. In Japanese, intransitive verbs may also be 
passivized and the passive voice is often used to show that 
the subject suffers from the action expressed by the passive 
verb. Because Japanese students often prefer to use the 
passive voice, mistakes in their English writing often 
reflect passivization structures in their first language. 
    j. Sally wa sensei  ni nijikan  mo matareta. 
          (Sally  wa teacher ni 2 hours  mo was waited) 
This sentence translated directly into English would read 
something like: 
    k. Sally was waited by the teacher for more than 2 
            hours. 
Of course, this sentence is not acceptable since wait is an 
intransitive verb. A more correct translation of this 
sentence: 
     1. Sally waited for her teacher for more than 2 hours. 
still does not convey Sally's suffering to the reader; 
therefore the writer would need a thorough enough grasp of 
English to be able to change the structure of the original 
sentence to read: 
    m. Unwillingly, Sally had to wait for her teacher for 
    more than two hours. 
Similarly the sentence: 
    n. Hiroshima and Nagasaki was dropped the bomb by 
     America. 
is most likely a direct translation from the Japanese version 
in the author's attempt to convey the suffering experienced 
in Hiroshima and Nagasaki after the bomb was dropped by 
Americans. Many such passivization errors can be traced back 
to the differences between the passive in Japanese and 
English. 
   Interference from the syntactical structures of Japanese 
mentioned above often cause errors and misunderstanding at 
the sentence level; however, another sytactical interference 
may cause problems in the transition of one idea to another .
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In English expository writing, thoughts and ideas must be 
closely related to the thesis and it is the  writer's duty to 
make sure that relationships between ideas are clearly 
explained and that there is a smooth flow from one idea to 
another. This is often accomplished by using transitions 
such as however, therefore, consequently, on the other hand, 
etc. Transitions are used in Japanese, but the particles  wa 
and ga are also used as cohesion devices in Japanese 
compositions to draw attention to what the reader already 
knows (wa) or to mark the writer's input  (ga). 
   Ga is used to mark the subject of a sentence in Japanese 
in much the same way subjects are used in English. The 
subject marked by ga is usually new information involving 
perceptual judgement by the writer. Wa, on the other hand, 
marks the topic of a sentence and expresses experiential 
judgement, but not necessarily by the writer. Kuno (1973:40) 
defines wa as a marker of themes containing anaphoric noun 
phrases. These themes must already be in the reader's 
registry. This difference between  wa and ga is most easily 
understood through example. 
 o. Hana wa  saku. 
        (Flower wa  bloom) 
   p.  Hana ga saku. 
        (Flower ga bloom) 
Both of these sentences can be translated into English as 
 "Flowers bloom ." However, the subtleties of the original 
meaning are lost in this translation. Since  wa marks the 
topic of a sentence which is an experiential judgement 
already in the reader's registry, the first sentence should 
be more correctly translated as "Flowers, as everyone knows, 
are something that blooms." The ga sentence, on the other 
hand, can be correctly translated as "Flowers bloom" because 
it is simply a perceptual statement made by the writer. 
   Wa as a marker of previously introduced information 
entered into the  reader's registry, is often used as a 
staging device for theme or plot centrality (Clancy and
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Downing, 1987:47) in Japanese prose. For example, in 
Japanese folktales, characters marked by  wa are expected 
remain in the reader's consciousness while characters marked 
by ga come into the reader's consciousness only briefly. 
Similarly in  other forms of Japanese composition, wa is used 
as a cohesion device to relate new information to a central 
theme or topic. This is illustrated in the following 
translation of two paragraphs from a composition written by 
a Japanese student after studying in the Unites States. (The 
particles  wa and ga appear as they do in the original to 
demonstrate their usage.) 
     The lives of the exchange students who were at an American 
university for 5 months wa continued to be full of surprising 
observations. Before going to America and after going  wa, their 
impressions about America were very different. In conjunction with this 
 wa, the students experienced a strange culture and came to understand 
their own lives and the way they thought about things - or so it is 
thought. Because of this, an adventure ga began during the days that 
passed in America. 
     As for the beginning  wa, it was a start full of anxiety. However, 
I forgot the anxiety when I met the many wonderful program assistants at 
the airport. They  wa received us as if we were in the same group and 
there was no sign of prejudice as far as we were concerned. In Japan, 
if Japanese people ga meet foreigners, they are first very conscious 
that they are foreign. This creates a wall that some may even call 
"mysteriousness ." 
The topic,  "the lives of the exchange students who were at an 
American university for 5  months", is marked by wa in the 
first sentence. Subsequent information that relates to this 
topic or information related to previously stated events, 
which in turn relate to the topic, are also marked by  wa. 
Information that expresses the writer's perceptual judgement 
is marked by ga. In this way, compositions flow smoothly in 
Japanese, but the absence of a topic particle in English 
leads to cohesion problems when Japanese students attempt to 
write in the same way they are accustomed to writing in their 
native language.
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READER RESPONSIBILITY, ORGANIZATION AND JAPANESE WRITING 
  Hinds (1987) has written in length about the emphasis 
placed on readers to tie together thoughts and ideas when 
reading Japanese prose. This is not surprising considering 
some of the cultural factors and language structures 
mentioned above. But even so, all instructors teaching 
English writing skills to Japanese students should be aware 
of a prominent rhetorical pattern used by Japanese writers 
that clearly reflects this emphasis on reader responsibility. 
Kishotenketsu, as clearly explained by Hinds (1987), has 
its roots in a form of Chinese poetry in which the poet 
introduces a topic (ki) and then gives further information or 
explanation of it  (sho). In the next step (ten) the poet 
should alter, change or bring in new information which the 
reader must relate to the topic. The final step (ketsu) is 
to conclude the poem. The third step of this process 
obviously makes it very different from English rhetorical 
patterns in which it is always the writer's responsibility to 
clearly show how all information is related to the topic. 
   Although all Japanese compositions do not follow the 
kishotenketsu pattern, it does seem to cause some 
interference for Japanese students writing in English. The 
following example from a Japanese student's free-writing 
journal can easily be divided into the four parts of 
kishotenketsu. (The prompt for this writing was "Which is 
more important the length of life or the quality?") 
 Ki - In my opinion, the quality is important for my life. 
     Sho - For example, I went to Mexico by myself. I had a 
preparedness that I may die. Because, I heared that Mexico is very 
dangerous country, I speak  Spanish not well and I sent by myself. But, 
I didn't regret my travel. Because I don't live that I regret. I am 
live with all my might anytime. I think, it is important to live with 
all own might. I don't care the length of life. If I will die now, I 
will not regret. I  can't force my opinion anybody. But, I want to tell 
people who hope long length. 
     Ten - "Bushido is death." This is Japanese phrase. It mean  Sushi 
is very dangerous work. They are near the death, but if they think on
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the premise that death, their vision is wide and they give full play to 
protect their Emperor (or someone who they work to protect.) 
     Ketsu - It's Japanese idea, but it's important idea. This is a 
little bit exaggerated today. But, I think it's basic idea to live with 
all own might. 
Because kishotenketsu is considered to be an appropriate 
style for all genre of Japanese prose including academic 
expository writing (Hosaka, 1978), without a clear 
explanation of the differences between kishotenketsu and 
patterns being used in English, first language interference 
would seem highly probable. 
  Kishotenketsu is not the only rhetorical pattern used by 
Japanese writers. In fact, because many less experienced 
writers find this style too challenging, johakyuu, a pattern 
similar to a looser version of the introduction-body-
conclusion pattern found in English is often preferred. 
Although contrastive research concerning the johakyuu 
pattern was not found, it seems likely interference would 
also occur from this pattern since students would be likely 
to substitute it for similar patterns in English. 
  As a final insight into the organization of Japanese 
composition and the roles of writer and reader, a look at how 
composition styles commonly taught in the ESL or EFL writing 
classroom are explained and modelled in the students' first 
language seems necessary. The Japanese Language Handbook, 
published by the Meiji Press (1988:56), first lists the steps 
for writing a short essay: 
    1. theme (subject) 
    2. the goal (pertaining to humanity or to special 
         characteristics of a field of research) 
    3. selection of the main points (special knowledge or 
         experiential thoughts) 
    4. plan (grouping of points, outline) 
    5. discourse and critical comments 
    6. opinion emphasis 
    7. short essay 
The handbook notes that the writer must fully understand the 
chosen subject before choosing the theme. Once the theme is 
chosen, the writer should think about it deeply and then
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itemize the main points. Related points should be separated 
into categories. Next, the writer should review the above 
information to create the theme of the essay. Care should be 
taken not to be too general and to include personal opinion 
and feelings. Sentences should then be selected from 
previously outlined information that thoroughly explain the 
theme. At this time the writer should make sure the length of 
the essay is suitable to the time allotted . After all the 
sentences are reviewed, they should be organized in 
accordance to the theme of the essay. Finally, the essay is 
written and then elaborated on. 
   These steps could very easily appear in an English 
composition handbook. A clearly organized, specific essay 
that includes author's opinion is the goal in both Japanese 
and English. However, a major difference comes about in the 
idea of theme. In English composition, writers are taught to 
compose a single thesis statement that usually should appear 
in the introduction of a short essay. The thesis statement 
should include the  author's opinion, a statement of exactly 
what the essay will be about and be worded in way that lets 
the reader know what organizational pattern will be used . In 
Japanese essays, the author must determine a theme which is 
supported and explained throughout the essay, but it is the 
reader's job to determine exactly what this theme is . The 
following is a model for the short essay translated from the 
The Japanese Language Handbook  (1988:61): 
                         Automated Society
     People who have led an ordinary life are called "vegetables" when 
their brains have been damaged and their mental capacity cannot be 
restored, making them unable to live through their own efforts . 
     The causes of brain damage include automobile accidents, drugs, 
explosions, etc. Presently, there are only about 500 patients who are 
recognized as "vegetables", but it is thought that there are 
approximately 2000 people in the country. 
     The case of "Karen" who was unable to regain consciousness about 
five years ago in the U.S. is very well known. As a result, people are 
apt to believe that all unconscious patients are in a continued state of 
deep sleep. However, it seems this is definitely not always the case. 
Rather, many are like babies who must have diapers changed, be fed, be 
bathed, be put to bed and without others' care, these people are unable
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to do anything. This work is suited for those who undertake the hard 
work of nursing. 
     According to research, the people whose lives are disrupted by 
hospital visits or home care are families and relatives. There are more 
than a few cases in which patients were forced to leave the hospital 
because they are taking up bed space without the hope of a cure. As the 
characters of "vegetable" indicate, the reality of the burden these 
families must carry is beyond imagination. They are completely worn out 
financially as well as emotionally. Daughters aren't able to marry, and 
family members are on the verge of collapse as the unconscious patient's 
family moves dangerously close to utter crisis. 
     The reality of modern man living in an automated society is too 
severe. But, those who close their eyes aren't exposed to this reality. 
From an English composition instructor's point of view, this 
essay would require revising and would not be used as a 
model. First of all, there is no thesis statement which is 
necessary in English essays to provide a clear understanding 
of the point the author is trying to make. There is also a 
lack of transitions between ideas as the author seems to jump 
from a definition of "vegetables" to the case of Karen, to 
the burden on families and finally to automated society. In 
an English composition, the reader would expect more 
explanation of "Karen's" case and how it relates to society's 
perception of the unconscious as well as an explanation of 
why daughters in families who care for unconscious patients 
cannot get married. However, what truly separates this essay 
from a model English essay is that it places the 
responsibility of relating unconscious patients to automated 
society totally upon the reader. 
  Despite the likelihood of language and cultural influences 
operating negatively for Japanese students learning to write 
in English, studies such as those conducted by Nishimura 
(1986) and Ricento (1988) are evidence that this influence 
becomes less prominent as students experience their second 
language. Both conclude that organization of prose has 
little correlation to comprehension of meaning and that 
cultural transfer of prose organization fades away as 
students become more familiar with English writing styles and 
acquire second language grammar and writing skills. With an 
increased awareness of student's first language and culture, 
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